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AMERICAN INSURANCE AGENCY 
109 WEST 12TH STREET 	PHONE 856-3223 

BAXTER SPRINGS, KANSAS 66713 

July 31, 1967 

Er. Weisberg: 

Now do you believe me? Paint jobs. 

, 
Beverly Brunson 
Box 206 
Baxter Sprinc:s, Kansas 
66713 



Mr. Weisberg: 
8-2-67 

I sent you on 7-31 meteriel evidence that two versions of the 
Altnens photograph exist, one with a brtllient lave near the 
ri,ht hand grip of the cyclist off the lefttrunk of the linosine 
and one without the nlare and instead a neat black blob, circular 
and appearing to be sonething on the cycle. 

I send you today the left side of the Altgens photograph, in two 
versions, one from the Post and one from the Parallax Torch is passed, 
which show 'distinct differences in the arm line of the cyclist off 
the right trunk of the linosine. 

The Altgens photo used by Parallax in its version of The Torch is Passed 
is not the one used by AP in its original Torch is Passed sold by nail 
order just after the assassination. That one shows no brilliant glare 
immediately in the vicinity of the right hand of the left-trunk-riding 
cyclist; and it shows the extended "relaxed" arm on the right-trunk-
riding cyclist. Parallax has got hold of a different version. The one 
they used is the same one Esquire used to illustrate your theory in 
their Assaemination theories issue, where they printed a tiny version 
of the Altgens photo above an enlargement of the Dal Tex fire escape 
area to show your discovery of the extended object and man on fire 
escape. So both Parallax and Esquire have used an Altgens that shows 
a brilliant glare off the right side of Hargis cycle. Therefore there 
must exist two official AP versions. (In all versions except that in 
the Post of-n-c. 14, 1963, the cross bar has been removed from the 
white object on the hood of the VP car.) 

Now what more can I do to convince you that my reconstruction of events 
is probably the right one? I have offered you photographic evidence 
that two versions of the Altgens photo xxxxA exist with alterations in 
exactly the two places I told you guilty action happenedt  basedon my 
other deductions from the evidence. 

I think the next step is to find out where these two men are now and 
if there has been any significant change in their lives. I think you 
could find, this out for your name is now powerful; whereas I could 
get the runaround. If you found that there has been a significant 
change in their lives, I think this would make you very suspicious. 
Bowers rose from railroad toeerman and part time handyman to a. doctor 
to Vice President of a construction firm damn fast: not that Bowers 
was guilty; but that he may have seen something that was worth a lot 
of money to some one. No way in the world to get rich faster than 
in construction work, allied to government spending. Is one of my 
men the president of that firm? Forgive the joke and allow me another 
one: maybe my men are teaching the course involving the copy of the 
Z film used for "training". -But I bra quite serious. How can I find 
out the subsequent history of these two men? On the one off the 
rinht trunk there has been not a whitew,sh but a total black out. I 
an almost afraid to mention his name. 

An for th Hicks bullet, t he obvious quastion to ask is which way he 
thought the bullet was going. All photos show people on the sidewalk 
and knoll throwing, themselves away from the street. The men on the 
steps turned and ran u the steps toward the knoll. Yet many of them 
thought the heard sho-t-s cane from the knoll. But instinctively they 



rust have felt that the bullet or bullets that whizzed over
 the 

knoll were cominL,, from the opposite direction for they mlit fled 
or threw themselves Gown in a position away froA the strrot

. I 

don't doubt that a bullet or bullets whizzed over the knoll: but 
they cane from off the loft rear of the linosine; and Gov. Connally 

stopped one of them. This accounts for why the conspirators on the 
knoll, of which Ur. Sprat seems to have evidence of several, are 

so well concealed: behind the fence and wall no doubt since they 
knew there would be shots in the direction of the knoll. 

As for the Tal„ue bullet, this could have been a deliberately fire 
wild shot from the kinal TSBD; indeed it would have had to be 
deliberately wild;for assassins so efficient to have missed

 that 

badly is inconceivable. Or else the Tague bullet could hav
e been 

a pistol shot fired upward from off the right trunk of the car 
and descendinL there. The aril;le is right. 

Beverly Brunson 
Box 296 
Baxter Sprints, Kansas 66713 
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